CABI SCHOOL STORE - NOW OPEN!

- The CABI School Store is open on Tuesday and Thursday afternoons.
- Feel free to send in some money for your child to enjoy a fun treat and work on purchasing skills.

NURSES CORNER WITH NURSE COURTNEY

- Please send in your child's updated annual physical form after their appointment.
- CABI must receive the completed daily student attestation form upon the student's arrival for the day.
- Caregivers must be available for pickup within one hour if called due to a student experiencing symptoms.
WHAT'S UP IN THE ELEMENTARY POD

STUDENT HIGHLIGHTS

PP has been working hard on standing up from the ground on his own!

SM is doing great with using her device & making requests such as "get" and "help."

JJC is doing a great job with his reading and comprehension skills!

CLASSROOM NEWS

In Classroom 1, all students are back for in person learning! This month they have tried new foods (carrots, grapes, and kiwi) and have done a great job working on mask toleration.

Classroom 3 focused on activities and content related to Black History Month during groups. They are continually working on healthy living, and this month they took more movement breaks throughout the day. For social skills, they worked on responsible decision making and identifying the consequences for our choices.

Classroom 4 welcomed Miss Ally as their new Classroom Teacher (congratulations!). During social skills they learned about respecting our friend's choices & responsible decision making during different situations. The students also had fun playing "would you rather" for workout routines during gym class.

Classroom 5 also learned about Black History Month with historical figures such as Harriet Tubman and Rosa Parks. In science they learned about parts of a plant and had fun dying celery stalks. During social skills, students learned about Responsible Decision Making and how to make good choices. They also welcomed Miss Varu as a new ABA therapist to their classroom, and as always, enjoyed some friendly competition with dodge ball and air hockey.
CLASSROOM 6

Classroom 6 had a busy February! We started off our month learning about Nelson Mandela in social studies group. Our students explored his contributions to South Africa. We also participated in Chinese New Year on February 12th by creating dragons, decorating the hallway, learning about our Chinese Zodiac, and exploring Chinese New Year traditions like wearing red and honoring their ancestors. We also worked on our social skills topic of the month “Responsible Decision Making” by playing stuck in a jam bingo during social skills group.

CLASSROOM 7

Classroom 7 has been studying about Marimo Moss Balls for science and responsible decision making in social skills group. We have combined both topics and will now be taking care of our own Marimo Moss Balls! The students named our new classroom plants Dwayne The Moss Johnson and Big Boss Moss. We will be tracking their growth and charting it in the coming weeks and months. We also celebrated Black History Month by studying many important African American figures. This upcoming Fun Friday, we will be finishing up this lesson by watching the movie Ruby Bridges as a class and completing a movie guide.

CLASSROOM 8

Classroom 8 has been celebrating Black History Month by learning about laws that were created to end segregation in schools. Ms. Shannon taught an academic lesson all about Brown vs. the Board of Education. The classroom utilized BrainPop to watch a video then answer quiz questions as a group. During our academic group our students practiced raising their hands to answer questions and discussed the civil rights movement. Everyone enjoyed earning a little about our history!

CLASSROOM 9

Classroom 9 has been busy learning about lots of new things like the scientific method, how to solve word problems in math, responsible decision making in social skills group, how to add supporting details to writing assignments, and celebrated Chinese New Year with a social studies group.

CLASSROOM 10

Classroom 10 used the PIXAR move Bao to learn about coping skills and family relationships during social skills group. Bao is about a woman who is missing her grown children and gets a second shot at motherhood when her handmade dumping comes to life.

The Scientific Method

Observation → Hypothesis → Experiment → Result → Conclusion

Communication Skills

Classroom 9 has been busy learning about lots of new things like the scientific method, how to solve word problems in math, responsible decision making in social skills group, how to add supporting details to writing assignments, and celebrated Chinese New Year with a social studies group.
HIGH SCHOOL POD

CLASSROOM 11

Classroom 11 celebrated African American History month by learning about an influential African American weekly. We also learned about and celebrated the Lunar New Year.

CLASSROOM 12

Classroom 12 learned about Ruby Bridges to celebrate black history month. They learned who she was and discussed why she was an important person in history. They also made their own stress balls using balloons and flour for a Fun Friday activity.

CLASSROOM 14

Classroom 14 was very excited to be part of the reopening of the CABI School Store. Our students were able to utilize their vocational skills of checking inventory of our goods, making shopping lists, shopping for items, and paying, filling orders and making change. Everyone was excited to be working at the school store while following social distancing guidelines.